


About the game

“DINO LAND” – is an exciting game for the entire family. It is an

adventure where every player’s goal is to accompany their dinosaur from a

little dinosaur (dino-baby), hatching from an egg, to a powerful adult di-

nosaur. Players compete against each other for the best valleys with a meal.

The more accurate the food obtained and the greater amount of food, the

more rapid the growth of the little dinosaur. The primary goal will be to know

where the appropriate fruits and grasses grow, and to have time to eat all the

food found. If a dinosaur does not have enough time – it has to wait for new

grass to grow or fruits to ripen.

A winner is considered the player whose dinosaur grows to 60 dino-

meters first.

What is included in the box?

1. The game board: A map of the country of the dinosaurs with valleys and

locations where little dinosaurs can obtain a meal and with a height meter

(green, yellow, and orange tracks with numerical symbols on the perimeter

of the field) where their height will be marked.
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2. Tables of meal and a dice: Used to

show what meal succeeded in being found

by the dinosaur at a particular location.

3. Dinosaur figures: Used to

represent the dinos on the game

board.



Every dinosaur has its own complete set of

markers of locations. It is easy to differentiate

which set belongs to which dinosaur as all compete

sets of markers are differentiated from the other by

the border color on the markers. In addition, every di-

nosaur also has a height marker, the color of which cor-

responds to the color of the dinosaur.

Preparing to play the game

1. Place the game board on a table. Set the tables of meal and a dice next to

it.

2. Each player rolls the dice. The player that rolls the highest number on the

dice gets to go first.

3. Starting with the first player, every player chooses a dinosaur figure and

takes a complete set of markers of the same color. If this is your first time

playing – take a trampled valley marker, a dino figure, and a height marker.

4. Gameplay progresses in a clockwise di-

rection following the first player. Place

your dinosaurs in nests on the edges of

map (one nest per dinosaur) and place their

height marker at the beginning of a height

meter that is marked with the label «Dino

Land».
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4. Trampled valley

markers: Used to mark

the locations where the

dinosaur has walked in

search of a meal.

5. Growing grass

markers: Used to show

a location where one

turn has passed since

the visit of a dino-baby.

This indicates the vege-

tation has been partially

restored.

6. Height marker:

Used to mark the

changing height of the

dino-baby along the

height meter, when di-

nosaur has a meal.



Gameplay

Starting with the first player, the players take turns. Gameplay pro-

gresses in a clockwise direction. A player makes a turn with use of the figure

of dinosaur, and markers of locations should be shifted by a player.

A player can execute the following actions during their turn: move to
an adjacent location; search for a meal; rest (do nothing).  A player has the

right to execute two from the above actions in any sequence. For example, a

player can 1) move from one location to another twice in one turn; 2) make
a move and search for a meal; 3) search for a meal and make a move; 4) only

search for a meal; or 5) only make a move.

NOTE: Searching for a meal twice in one turn is NOT allowed. Explanations

are given below.

Travel from one location to another location

The player’s dinosaur can

move to any adjacent location that is

available and not occupied by an-

other dinosaur. This adjacent loca-

tion should be connected by a path

from where the dinosaur is standing.

Search for a meal

Depending on the location, a

dinosaur can try to search for a meal.

It is only possible to search for food

in places where there are no tram-

pled valley or growing grass mark-

ers (without respect to who the

markers belong to). If either of these markers is present, then a new meal in

this location has not yet grown, and a dinosaur cannot search for a meal there

(but it is possible to move to these locations if desired).

To obtain a meal, the

player takes the table of meal

with the image of location on

which his dinosaur stands

and then he throws up the

dice. A number on a dice
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Yellow arrows show the routes that can be
used by a dinosaur. Red arrows show the
routes to the location occupied by another di-
nosaur where it is impossible to move.



shows how many and what meal was found (obtained).

In the game there are three types of meals: green grass, yellow ba-

nanas, and orange oranges.

The ability to reach these foods depends on the height of dinosaur –

grass is accessible even to the littlest dinosaurs; the dinosaur needs to grow

up a bit to reach a banana; and oranges are accessible only to the tallest di-

nosaurs. The height of each dinosaur is shown by a height meter:
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if a dinosaur’s height

marker is in the green

section – a dinosaur is

quite small and able to

obtain grass only; it is

not able to reach either

bananas or oranges,

even if there are found;

if a dinosaur’s height

marker is in the yellow

section of a height

meter – this dinosaur is

a little taller dinosaur

and able to eat both

grass and bananas (but

not oranges);

if the height of di-

nosaur reaches to the

orange section – this di-

nosaur is be able to

reach any meal found,

including grass, ba-

nanas, and oranges.



Therefore, when planning their route, players should consider

whether their dinosaur can based on their height obtain a meal in one or an-

other location. If there are a lot of bananas and oranges in a location, and a

dinosaur is in the green section of the height meter, then the dino-baby will

be unable to reach the fruits growing on the trees, even if it finds them.

If the height of dinosaur allows them to reach the found meal, then

the height of the dino-baby will increase after eating a good meal by the same

number of dino-meters as the number of meals he found.

For example, if the dice showed 3 points – the table of meal will show

that this result means the dinosaur finds 5 bunches of bananas. If the height

marker of the dinosaur is placed in the yellow section or in the orange section

(as shown in the pic-

ture), then the player’s

marker should be shifted

upwards on the counter –

height meter by 5 scale

divisions.

If the di-

nosaur’s height marker

is placed in the green

section, then it is not

possible for the di-

nosaur to obtain the

bananas and its height

marker remains in the

same place after making this move.

But sometimes a dinosaur can be exposed to danger when searching

for a meal. In four central locations, furious wasps are hidden among

the fruit trees. If while searching for a meal the dinosaur finds their

nest (must throw a 1 point on a dice in the corresponding location),

the dinosaur will not grow in a height and will become thin, running away

from the enraged insects: a player who finds a hornet's nest must move their

height marker back by 6 scale divisions.

Shifting location markers

Even the littlest dinosaurs are massive. Therefore, after the visit of a

hungry dino-baby, searching for a meal, the location will be fully trampled,
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and it will take some time for a meal to reappear at the location again. The

trampled valley and growing grass location markers are used for designation

of this growth and renewal time during gameplay.

We recommend that you start the game with only one location marker,

such as a trampled valley marker. It is a simpler first level of a game. After

mastering the gameplay, it is possible to take on a more difficult second level

– with two markers.

The first level

(Playing the game with only one location marker)

After searching for a meal, the player lays down a marker of the tram-

pled valley under their dinosaur figure. It is necessary to place a marker even

if the found food could not be eaten or the dinosaur found a hornet's nest in-

stead of a meal. While a marker is placed in this location area, a dinosaur

will not be able to find a meal here (a dice for

determination of the found food should not

be thrown in this location). A player who

places a trampled valley marker must per-

form one of the following two actions dur-

ing their next turn:

move this marker to a new location if•

his dinosaur searches for a meal in a new

place;

remove the marker from the field at the end of his turn if the dinosaur•

did not search for a meal during this turn.

The second level

(Playing the game with two location markers)

A trampled valley marker is used in the same way as for the first level.

However after removing or moving the trampled valley marker, a player

places a growing grass marker in its place. While this marker is placed on

the location, it is impossible for the dino to find a meal here. Thus, restoring

a location will take two turns.

At the end of the next turn, a player either replaces a marker of grow-
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ing grass on the place of his marker of the tram-

pled valley or takes a marker of growing grass

away if a marker of the trampled valley is not

placed on the field (a dinosaur did not search

for a meal during two turns in succession).

Winning the game

As soon as a height marker of any player reaches the "60" on the

height meter, then this player becomes the winner. Other players can either

close out the game or continue the game, fighting for the second, third, and

fourth places.

Join us on our FB page (@bombatgames) and get more informa-

tion about latest products, news, and other useful things.

Dear players! We conduct the most careful quality control of our products. Neverthe-
less, sometimes shipments get damaged or delayed to unforeseen reasons. Should this
happen with you, please inform us, and we will provide the missing components or
will replace the damaged components. Contact us on our website:
www.bombatgame.com
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